EXISTING ACCESS TO WICKER AREA

March 2018

Wicker area can be accessed from the Ring Road at 3 locations.

1. Park Square – via Exchange Place, Castlegate and Ladys Bridge.
2. Ring Road – direct from Derek Dooley Way. This is a left turn from the Ring Road and is the easiest way to Wicker from Sheffield Parkway.
3. Nursery Street – at the Bridgehouses junction onto Nursery Street, Spitalfields and Stanley Street
ACCESS TO WICKER AREA AFTER THE GREY TO GREEN 2 PROJECT HAS BEEN IMPLEMENTED
(expected completion December 2019)

Wicker area can be accessed from the Ring Road at 2 locations.

1. Ring Road – direct from Derek Dooley Way. This is a left turn from the Ring Road and is the easiest way to Wicker from Sheffield Parkway.
2. Nursery Street – at the Bridgehouses junction onto Nursery Street, Spitalfields and Stanley Street

Traffic arriving at Park Square from the south needs to stay on the Ring Road (follow green arrows)

There is no change to access from the East, West or North.
WAYS OUT OF THE WICKER AREA

There are 2 main ways out of the Wicker area to the Ring Road.

1. Park Square – via Blonk Street. Traffic can go the south and east of the City Centre.
2. Nursery Street – via the Bridgehouses junction. Traffic can go to the west and north of the City Centre.

Traffic leaving the area via Blonk Street can also turn left down Furnival Road and either turn left onto the Ring Road or go ahead toward Attercliffe.

The closure of Castlegate to traffic does not affect how traffic leaves the Wicker area.